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Abstract
Data sources for radar measurement of thunderstorm penetrations
of the tropopause level outside the United States are listed,
and a climatology for North America is presented. Important
features are a double maximum over the central and southern
United States, a decrease in penetrations around the great lakes,
and a few penetrations north of 50 N. Although few penetrations
were found outside North America, northeastern China is listed
as the next most likely area for large numbers of penetrations.
Two studies suggest that the sole use of low level moisture or
the maximum amount of energy available to a storm will not be
successful in estimating penetration amounts. An equation of the
-bX
form Y»Ae
was found to fit the cumulative distribution of
penetrations at ten United States stations. A fnethod

of estimating

the cumulative frequency distribution of penetrations based on
a determination of the highest penetration and the above equation
gave good results. A computer program is included which will
determine the highest penetration likely from a sounding.
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I. Introduction
The study of the interaction of strong convection and the
tropopause has had a short history, beginning with the developement
of continuous radar coverage in the United States five to ten
years ago.

Information on this problem has been brought up to

date by Long et al (1965). The interest in convection-tropopausi
problems is not confined to the United States, however, and ther
is a need for information on the world-wide distribution of
thunderstorm penetrations of the tropopause.
This is the final report on this contract and is an extension of
the results obtained for the United States by Long (1965), and
Long et al (1965). Previous results showed a preliminary climatology
of penetrations of the tropopause for ten stations in the United
States using a four year data period.

Results were summarized on

a geographical basis, by months and on an hourly basis. Other
studies were done on the number of cloud tops above 60,000 feet,
the number of consecutive hours of penetrations, and the number
of penetrations outside the United States over a short period of
time at a few stations. This report presents similar information
from radar stations outside the United States, as well as a
method of estimating the vertical distribution of penetrations
from a sounding, and a computer program for this type of sounding
analysis .

if
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II.

Radar Information Outside the United States

At the beginning of this contract, letters were sent to the
meteorological or geophysical agencies of 115 countries
throughout

the world.

A second mailing, smaller than the

first, was sent in April and May 19C6 to the more important
countries that did not answer the first letter.

The letter

sent in each of the mailinos requested information on the
existence of original data sheets or logs from routinely
operating radar sets with RHI capability. In addition, each country
vías asked to list the best reference on thunderstorm
climatology that was available.
Replies were received from 50 countries. Of these, seven gave
positive answers about the radar data sheets. The radar stations
in these countries and their cepenoencies are shown in Flo. 1.
The radar locations are also listed in Table 1, with the
countries which seemed tc have the best data listed first. The
Philippines were one of the few countries which sent information
to AR & DC, while the French stations may not routinely measure
the tops of clouds. There are minor problems with each of the
countries, such as the Japanese data being in Japanese, the
radar sets in some of the countries having large beam widths,
and the possibility that some of the countries take only
infrequent or irregular observations. In spite of these
difficulties, Table 1 and Fig, l represent the only sources
of data outside the United States.

Table 1: Radar Locations and Types. Locations have been either
supplied by the countries involved, or have been estimated (*)
Station
Name
Fhi I ippines
ManilaBaras
Austral i a
CI oncurry
Eagle Farm
Gladstone
Mackay
Townsvi 1 le
Cape Byron Isl
Lord Howe Isl.
Sydney
Williamstown
Laverton
Melbourne
Hobart Apt.
Forrest
Gui 1dford
Adelaide Apt.
Alice Springs
Darwin
Cairns
Charlevi 11 e
Canada
Halifax
Toronto
Winnipeg
Edmonton
Gander
Quebec City
London
Ottawa

Vancouver

Latitude Longitude
(degrees) (degrees)

Observations
per Day

Set Type

14.6N
13.7N

120.95E
124.25E

20.67S
27.435
23.855
21.12S
19.25S
28.63S
31.52S
33.875
32.82S
37.87 '.
37.805
42.83S
30.855
31.93S
34.95S
23.805
12.435
16.875
26.42S

140.50E
1 53.08E
151.27E
149.17E
146.77E
153.63E
159.07E
151.03E
151.P3E
144./5E
144.97E
147.50E
128.10E
115.95E
138.53E
133.88E
1 30.87E
145.70E
146.28E

44.6N*
43.7N*
49.9N*
53.3N*
49.ON*
46.8N*
43.ON*
45.4N*
49.3N*

63.6W* Curtiss-Wright C-Band Hourly
79.5W*
same
same
97.0W*
same
same
113.5W*
same
same
54.5W*
Decca 41
same
71.3W*
MR-75
same
81.3W*
MR-75
same
75.6W*
MR-75
same
123.0W*
Decca 41
same

Not Mentioned
«
h

Not Mentioned
II

277
6
277
6
277
7
277
7
277
9
Marconi SNW51
7
277
8
Marconi SNW51
6
277
6
277
5
RC 33
5
277
3
277
no routine RAREPS
277
6
277
4
277
3, plus extras
277
8
Cossor Radar
6
277
6

India

New De 1 hi
Calcutta

28.5N*
22.6N*

77.2E*
88.4E*

South Africa
Pretori a
Du rban

25.75S
29.97S

2B.23E
30.95E

Japan
Naze
Tanegashima
Osaka
Matsue

28.2N*
30.5N*
34.8N*
35.5N*

129.4E*
131.0E*
135.4E*
133.0E*
4

CPS/9 (?) Not Mentioned
CPS/9 (?) Not Mentioned
Se 1 enia
Selenia

Not Mentioned
Not Mentioned

Not Mentioned

Not Mentioned

Table 1 , Continued:
Nagoya
Fukui
Niigata
Tokyo
Sendai
Hakodate
Sapporo
Mt. Fuji

35.IN*
36.IN*
37.9N*
35.6N*
38.2N*
41.9N*
43.ON*
35.3N*

136.9E*
136.2E*
139.OE*
139.8E*
141.OE*
140.8E*
141.3E*
138.7E*

France
Fa r i s
Nancy
Strasbourg
Marignane
Bordeaux
Brest
Lyon
Mon tpellier

48.9N*
48.8N*
48.7N*
43.2N*
44.8N*
48.3N*
45.8M*
43.7N*

2.2E*
6.IE*
7.8E*
5.5E*

French Overseas
Saint Denis
Noumea
Papeete
Le Raizet
Le Lementin

21S*
22.05S*
17.6S*
16.3N*
14.6N*

0.8W*

4.3W*
4.9E*
3.9E*
56E*
166.2E*
149.6W*
61.5U*
61,0W*

Not Mentioned

Not Mentioned

II

II

Table 2 lists other radar locations which have sets in-operation
and which rripht be able to collect useful information, but for
the reasons listed do not do so now. These radars are located
in several different areas where there may be penetrations of the
tropopause by thunderstorms, particularly in the tropics. Some
of the radars in Table 2 are new with very short records. It is
hoped that routine scanning techniques and observation times will
be developed in the future so that this valuable operational
equipment will provide data useful in research as an additional
bonus.
Outside the United States, Germany, Japan, and Canada were the
only countries to reply that some oroanizations, both public and
private, had research radars. These research radars, however, do
not operate continuously, and only one radar in Germany is being
used to study the convection-tropopause problem. Data have been
received from the German radar for part of one summer in Bavaria.
These data show almost no penetrations of the tropopause level
by more than 5,000 ft. This matches the results obtained from
LISAF CPS/9 radars operating in Enaland and Germany (Long,19b5).
The reply from India sungests that some research work is being
done with the radars at New Delhi and Calcutta, and several
papers from Indian sources have been received on thunderstorms,
but no useful raw data have been received. Only a few countries
sent radar data useful for penetration studies and these results
are discussed in the next two sections. This leaves large areas
of the worlo with no data, and information on thunderstorm
penetrations ever these areas will have to be estimated. A method
to make suen estimates is discussed later.

e

Table

'¿:

Radar Locations with Potentially Useful Data. Locations

in some cases lave been estimated (*)
Station
Latitude Longitude
Name
(degrees) (degrees)
Reason for current lack of data
I reí ano
Shannon

52.68N

8.92H

East African Net. Dept
Nairobi
1.35*

37.4E*

Entebbe
0.1N*
Dar es Salaam
6.7S*
Nigeria
lagos
7.ON*
Kano
12.ON*
Switzer!and
Zurich
48.2N*
Geneva
46.2N*
Malagasy Republic
An vonimanio
¡9.OS*
Netherlanos
la lilt
52.2N*
New Zealand
Itiakea
43.4S*
Invercargill
46.4S*
Nandi
17.9S*
Auckland
36.9S*
Philippines
u uluán
11.1N
Turkey

Ankara

39.9M*

be!giurn
^ccte
50.7N*
French Overseas
Cayenne
” 4.9N*
Saint Pierre et
Miquelon
47.CN*
England
Lonoon
51.4M*

32.3E*
39.OE*

Duration of records only three
months. May not use RUI often.
Antenna tilt is usually not
done
Same as Nairobi
Same as Nairobi

3.0E*
8.6E*

No regular observations
New station April 1966

S.6E*
6.2E*

RhI usually not operating
same as Zurich

47.5E*
5.2E*

No systematic records kept
RKI scope seldom used

172.7E*
168.5E*
177.5E*
174.7E*

No routine height measurements
Same as Ohakea
Mew set, 1966
New set, 1966

125.75E

New set, end of 1965

32.9E*
4.4E*

Tops might be t easurea, records
kept only one day
Original data not available

52.3W*

New set, 1965-66

56.2W*

New set, 1965-66

0.2 W *

!

RH I not used

i

III. A Penetration Climatology of North America
A, Canadian data
During this contract, data from several Canadian stations
were received and processed. The stations, the data time
periods, amount of outane, and several items of penetration
data are listed in Table 3. Station locations, radar set types,
and frequency of observations are Usted in Table 1.

Table 3: Canadian Radar Stations ana Penetration Information.
Station

Tiata time
Period *

ïïvëraoe uutage, Avn. penetra- Penetration
Ape.Oct. %
tlons / yr._months

Halifax

Nov 64-Dec 66

40

0

Ottawa

Aug 63-Dec 6b

3

15

Ouebec

Apr 64-Dec 65

8

0

Oander

Dec 63-Dec 65

10

ü

ilun 5,Ju1 2,Aug 8

Toronto

Feb 6b-Dec 65
6
7
Auo 7
(less Sep 65)
Wlnnlpen (only data available are hr/mo with tops over 30,000 ft)
* Tropopause data M/A 15-30 Jun 65. or after Dec 65, for all statior
The indirect information available from Winnipeg will be
discussed in the next part of this section, alono with the data
from Minneapolis, the station closest to Winnipeo.
There is more uncertainty surrounding the data from Canada than
there was for the stations in the United States ( Lono, 1965)
for several reasons. Perhaps the most important reason is that
the radiosonde stations used for the tropopause-information were
much farther away from the radar locations than in the United
States, where they were in many cases at the same station.

8
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Sable Island ( station number 600 ) was used for Halifax,
f'aniwaki (722) for Ottawa, Caribou (712) and Maniwaki (722)
for Ouebec, Stephenville (815) for Gander, and Buffalo (528) was
used for Toronto. All of these stations are 50 to 100 miles
from the radar locations, and in some cases the soundings may
be more than 100 miles from a thunderstorm top measured by the
radar set. These facts, when added to the short records shown
in Table

and the variety of radars used, suggest a lower

quality of data for the Canadian stations than for the United
States stations.
Table 3 lists penetrations for only two of the stations, Ottawa,
and Toronto. Penetrations occurred during June, July,and August
only, and Ottawa had more penetrations than did Toronto. The
effect of the great lakes on the distribution of penetrations
will be discussed in the next section. Table 4 shows the break¬
down of the monthly penetrations in Table 3 according to the
amount of the penetration*
Table 4: Average Annual Tropopause Penetrations. 0 = one penetration
cH'ring 1 yr(Toronto),2 yrs(0ttawa, Jun, Jul), or 3 yrs(Ottawa,Aug).
Picures are cumulative numbers above the heinhfc „sven,
Station

unt of Penetration. 10001¾ 0f ft

Ottawa
Jun
Jul
Auc
Total
Toronto
flue(Teta

1
8

6

4

0

0

F

F

1

3

IT TT £T F

*

r

T

ÏÏ
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There was only one penetration of more than 13,000 ft, and none
of the tops recorded were hi oh er than 60 ,000 ft. August is the
best month for penetrations.

Most of the penetrations occurred in the eveninn hours, with
Ottawa showing several penetrations as late as the hour
begining at 2300 local

time. The actual hourly distribution

of the penetrations is listed below, using all the penetrations
over the two or three year period.
Toronto:

0800 (1), 1700 (1), 1800 (1), 1900 (1), 2000 (1).
2200 (1), 2300 (1).
’
V

Ottawa :

0100 (11, 0200 (1), 0700 (2), 1000 (1), 1200 (1),
22oS (si,’ 2300 il)’ 1 900 (6)’ 2U0° (7)’ 2100 (1)*

Times are begininn times of one hour periods, followed by the
number of penetrations occurrina during the hour. With only a
few penetrations to work with, it is debatable whether the
hourly maximum at Ottawa is at 2000 local
or at an earlier hour.

time as shown above,

It is possible that the late hour is a

function of latitude since Missoula, Mont, also shows an
hourly maximum around 2100 local time (Long, 1965).

B. United States data
Detailed discussions of penetrations from several

radars in

the United States have been niven by Lono (1965, 1966), and this
section will present data from United States radars
in the earlier reports.
and American data will

After this has been done, the Canadian
be joined to arrive at the pattern of

penetrations over the continent.

i

not treated

10

During this contract data v/ere processed from four stations;
Buffalo,

N.

Y., Minneapolis, Minn., Oklahoma City, Okl., Little

Rock, Ark., and Key West,

Fla.

The data

be presented in the same manner as
(Long, 1965).

The radar set

Table 5 shows the months
stations,

from each station will

the other United States data

in each case was the WSR-57.

in which penetrations occurred at

the

along with those months when the radar outage was

such that more than 10¾ of the tops might have been missed due
to outage.

Table

5: Months with penetrations and significant radar outage.

0 = penetrations with good
radar outage high enough
greater than

radar coverage,

nn = month with

to have missed penetrations equal

to or

10¾ of the number of penetrations already recorded

for that month.
Station

. Call

letters J

F

M

A

M

J

J

A

0

0

0

0

S

0

Buffalo, N.Y.

BUF

Minneapolis

MSP

0

0

0

0162

0

0

Oklahoma City

OKC

0*61

0

0

0

0

0

0

Little Pock

LIT

0

0

0161

0'64

0

0

Key West_

EYW

0

0

0

0

0

0

N

D

'63

0

0

0

No attempt was made to adjust the data for radar outage, and
Table 5 is

presented as a

ouide to the completeness of the data.

Oklahoma City and Key West
of the year,

have penetrations for nine months

and Buffalo only four months.

appears to have sufficient

radar outage to cause doubt about

the number of penetrations,

11
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Only Little Rock

and only in Mav.

Table 6 shows the penetrations at each of the stations for each
year. The total number for the three or four year period fits

Table 6: Yearly Total Penetrations.
Station

1961

N/0 = not in operation

1962

1963

1964

tota I
penetrations

BUF

N/0

6

4

3

13

MSP

N/0

86

34

45

165

OKC

79

76

146

69

370

LIT

86

43

91

62

281

EYW

120

41

37

5

203

well with the results for other stations in the same oeooraphical
area (Long. 1965), and the only station that seems to have
an unusual year-to-year variation in penetrations is Key West.
The high total

for 1961 at Key West may include some spurious

tops caused by one of the several

problems that caused

unusual data for that year. A full

discussion of the problem:-

of determininn tops is given by Long( 1965, 1966).
Table 7 gives the yearly averane penetrations for the stations
as totals above certain penetration amounts.

Table 7: Yearly Average Penetrations.

,

(

It should be noted

.5 rounded up) Numbers

are_totals above penetratjon levels. 0=1/2 tops in 3/4 vear<.

7

c+
I "
Station.5_6.
BUF

7
7

8

PênëTration level—~
r-L—
910 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 1 9 20 21 22 23**

4320

MSP

55 47 37 27 21 15 11

2

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

OKC

93 80 62 54 42 31 27 21 17 12 10

9

7

5

4

3

2

1

LIT

72 60 40 34 23 18 14

8

6

4

3

2

0

0

EYW

50 35 25 20 15 I!

4

3

2

2

1

0

0

7

9

8

4

0

i tí 1¾

that Minneapolis has more clouds at higher penetration levels
than either Key West or Little Rock. This suggests that the
convection that takes place at Minneapolis is more vigerous
than at the other two stations, although the other two stâtions
have larger total numbers of penetrations over a years time.
lables 8 through 12 give the total monthly penetrations as
totals above certain penetration levels. All of the stations
show a oradual Increase in penetrations except Minneapolis,
which has a sudden onset of penetrations in April, which is
also the month with the highest penetrations found.

Little

Rock also has the highest penetrations in April, and both
Little Rock and Minneapolis have the maximum numbèr of
penetrations in May. Oklahoma City, in the middle of the
severe thunderstorm and tornado area, has the tallest
penetrations and the oreatest number of penetrations in May,
which is also the month of maximum tornado activity,for the
area. Key West also has the highest penetrations in May, but
June is the month with the largest number of penetrations.
The number and height of penetrations decrease after late
spring or early summer, with the exception of a small secondary
maximum in both the number and height of penetrations at
Oklahoma City in September. Oklahoma City shows more high
pegetrations than any of the stations. Buffalo shows only a few
penetrations for the three year period of record there,and its
location at the east end of Lake Erie, and just to the south of
Lake Ontario

probably is the main cause of the low totals.
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PENETRATIONS,LITTLE ROCK(LIT) 1961-1964
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FIG.6

HOURLY DISTRIBUTION OF TROPOPAUSE
PENETRATIONS,OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.(OKC)
1961-1964
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Figures 2 through 6 show the hourly distribution of penetrations,
using thé thw data from-the three or four year period. All of
the stations show afternoon maxima except Oklahoma City, which
has an evenino maxima, much like the data from Kansas City
which is in a similar geographical area, and which also has
a large number of occurrences of tornadoes and severe thunderst
storms nearby. All

of the stations except Buffalo show a

tendency to have a secondary maximum of penetrations late at
niaht or just after midnight.

In the case of Minneapolis, this

occurrs near 2100 local time, but the time for Key West, Little
Rock and Oklahoma City is later, either at 0100 or 0200 local
time. Anain, the secondary maximum is a feature that is found
at other stations, notably at Kansas City. Minneapolis and
Buffalo are the only two stations that do not show penetrations
during every hour of the day.
Table 13 gives the number of penetrations that had tops
greater than 60,000 ft.

Little Rock had more of these very

Table 13: Penetrations With Tops Treater Than 60,000 ft.
Station

1961

1962

1 9o3

1964

Total

BU F

0

0

MSP

1

3

OKC

'1

8

12

LIT

0

14

16

EYW

10

0

11

*

nion tops than did Oklahoma City, which had more higher
penetrations. These high tops were recorded in 1963, when most
of the errors associated with measuring tops were well known,
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anu thure is

little reason

to suspect the number to be

fit Key West, just the opposite is true, since all
penetrations were reported
that the hinh

in 1961 when

incorrect,

the very hinh

there was some doubt

tops were beinn measured correctly.

Table 14 shows

the number of consecutive hours with

Table 14: Number of Occurrences of Penetrations

penetrations.

During Time

Periods Loncier Than One Hour.
Number of consecutive hours with penetrations
Station
23456
more than 6
DUF

3

MSP

30

13

OKC

50

13

3, 1(7),1(8),1(13)

LIT

26

13

2, 2(8)

EYW

20

4

All

1

three of the stations with the

2. 2(7)_

larger number of penetrations

had .time periods of loncier than 6 hours with one or more occur¬
rence in each hour, and Oklahoma City had a
penetrations on one occasion.

It should be

13 hour period of
kept in mind that

these data represent consecutive hourly penetrations over an
area, not necessarily by the same thunderstorm.

Original

radar data sheets were not available from Winnipeo,

Canada, but a tabulation of the number of hours
were reported to be nreater than 30,000 ft was
of the months May throuch Aurust, 1965,
cruae estimace of the penetration

In

that tops
sent for each

order to obtain a

information

for Winnipeo,

the number of hours of tops over 30,000 ft was tabulated for
Minneapolis
was

for the same time period

55¾ of the number at Minneapolis.

.

The number at Winnipeg
Although the number of

hours does not tell us how many tops were over 30,000 ft each
hour, much less how far over this level they extended, this
percentage figure will be used in the next part of this section
to estimate the penetration information for Winnipeg. If
Winnipeg does indeed have about half as many penetrations as
Minneapolis, this represents more penetrations than any of the
Canadian stations listed in Table 3.
C. A penetration climatology
Figure 7 shows the locationsof the stations available for a
penetration climatology for North America.

Of the 23 stations,

15 in the United States were WSR-57 radars, the two in the tropics,
Ramey, and Albrook, were USAF CPS/9's, and the six Canadian
stations had several different radars, which are listed in
I

Table 1.

The radars nive fair coveraga over the eastern half

of the United States, and the southeastern sections of Canada,
where penetrations

are most likely, and the two USAF stations

nive an indication of penetrations in the tropics.

Exact

locations can be found in Table 1, or in Long (1965).
Fiaure 8 shows the average yearly number of clouds that rise
more than 5,000 ft above the tropopause over the continent.
There are very few of these clouds in Canada, with the possible
exception of the southern part of the prairie provinces, where
the estimates at Winnipeg show more than 25 orcurrences a year.
The northern edge of the "0" line is extended into the Peace
River area to the lee of the Canadian Rocky Mountains to allow
for one or two penetrations of the tropopause by the thunderstorms
that occur with storms moving through that area during summer.
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In eastern Canada, there is direct eviaence that the line of no
penetrations passes throunh. Ontari o, then near Montreal, and

-!
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¡
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then eastward out into the Atlantic throunh the state of Maine.

!

'

The oreat lakes present a special problem for North America,
since the cold waters have a depressing influence on the number
of tops reported well above the tropopause.
of penetrations at Buffalo and Toronto

The small number

was thought to be a

result of the lake effect only, and for this reason the iso¬
line for 25 penetrations was kept south of the lakes, with a
narrow extension into central lower Michigan to indicate the
possibility of more tops in that area.
Figure 8 shows a double maximum in the United States, one
near New Orleans, and the other near Kansas City. The two
areas are separated by three stations, Amarillo, Oklahoma
City, and Little Rock, all showing considerably fewer penetrations
than either New Orleans or Kansas City. All of these stations
took observations durlnn 1961 when some tops may have been
overestimates of the true tops. No adjustments have been made
on Fig. 8 for this problem, but it is likely that if adjustments
were made they would not be so large at any one station to
change the double maximum idea, mainly because all the stations
would probably be adjusted in the same direction, that is towards
fewer tops.
There is considerable uncertainty in placing the isolines over
the ocean areas near the continent. All that really can be said
is that the 2b penetration isoline passes between Key West and
the two tropical stations of Ramey and Albrook, and also between
Key West ano Brownsvi1 le.before roinn on snore in Texas.
24
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The penetrations at Sacramento indicate a few tall clouds in
areas where there is an orographic effect to offset normally
dry and/or cool conditions in the mid latitudes. Tropical areas
will also have a few penetrations wnere there is an orographic,
or tropical storm, or low level meteorological effect to offset
the usual lack of sufficient low level convergence to destabilize
the atmosphere. Ramey is an example of the orographic effect,
and to some extent the tropical storm effect, and the inter¬
tropical convergence zone is probably an important factor at
AlLrook, along with some orographic contribution.
Figures 9, 10, and 11 show the average penetrations during
three periods which correspond roughly to spring, summer, and
fall. It ï s convenient to use these three time periods, since
there were no penetrations at any of the stations during
November, December, and January, and the maximum three month
period is flay, June, and July. Fig, 9 shows the average
numbers for the months of February, March and April; there is
one maximum on the Gulf of Mexico coast, with an extension
of higher numbers northward from there. Other areas, including
the tropics, show no penetrations. On Fig. 10 most of the
stations show their largest values, with a maximum at Kansas
City, a smaller maximum near New York, and a minimum over the
great lakes. Hay is the month of maximum severe thunderstorms
and tornadoes for Kansas City, which partly supports the
maximum there. On the other hand, Oklahoma City also has a May
maximum of severe weather, with many more tornadoes nearby than
Kansas City; yet at Oklahoma City the number of penetrations is
about half that of Kansas City.
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A zero isoHne has been drawn around parts of the nreat lakes
to emphasize the lake effect. Althoucrh Buffalo records four
penetrations on the averane for the May thru July period, it is
very likely that laroe areas over

the lakes and nearby have

no penetrations during this time period, with zero penetrations
at Toronto as an example. Ottawa, somewhat removed from the
lakes, had seven penetrations,on the averane,

and for this

reason, the northern boundary of the zero line was carried
across Ontario to the north of the lakes, and into the prairie
provinces where there is considerable summer thunderstorm
activity.
The smaller maximum around New York points out the area just
to the east of the Appalachians where summer squall

lines and

thundershower areas intensify due to the warm lowlands and
the influx of Atlantic moisture at very low levels.
Picure 11 shows the decline in the number of penetrations as
fall approaches. The northern limit of penetrations is still
in Canada, with most of these penetrations occurrinp durinp
Aucust only. Aoain, the lake effect has been emphasized with a
separate zero isoline. Kansas City once aqain has a rather larqe
number of penetrations for the period, and New Orleans represeats
a second maximum alonn the nulf coast.
All of the stations have more penetrations in the late after¬
noon and early eveninc than at any other time, but Kansas City,
Oklahoma City, Little Pock, Minneapolis, Key West, and to some
extentjAmari1lo

all have a secondary maximum of penetrations

near 0100 or 0200 local

time. At all stations havinn more than

29
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just a very few penetrations, there are one or more occasions
of penetrations lasting for more than one hour. At tfje
following stations, there are several periods of penetrations
that last more than three hours: New Orleans, Kansas City,
Oklahoma City, Little Rock, Minneapolis, New York City, and
Amari1lo.

IV, Penetrations Outside North America
A. Data
Only small portions of the globe have radar coverage to begin
with, and of this small number of radars, only a few stations were
available for study. In an earlier report (Long,1965), several
USAF CPS/9 stations were checked for penetrations with the result
that very few were found, either in the high mid-latitudes, or in
the tropics. During the course of this contract, a few other
stations sent data, with essentially the same result; very few
penetrations .
The USAF CPS/9 at Yokota, Japan (35,4h, 140,DE), sent data for
the two year period 1964-1965. A comparison of the tops with the
tropopause heights for one or more of the Japanese soundings showed
no penetrations of more than 5,000 ft, in fact there were only a
few penetrations of the tropopause by any amount. The orographic
effect apparently is unable to overcome the combination of a
narrow island and the cooling effect of the ocean.
Fragmentary data were available from the Manila radar in the
Philippines, where reports were taken from once a day on down
to once a month. The data indicate one or two penetrations of
about 5,000 ft, but it is difficult to determine how far away
from the set the cells were, since individual cells were not
identified. The data were taken over a three year period and
seem to fit in with other data taken in the tropics; that is
there may be a few tops more than 5,000 ft above the tropopause
each year, but probably less than a dozen. None of the observations
at this station were taken when spiral bands associated with
tropical storms were close by.
31
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Some Information was sent from a Selenia cadar at Pretoria,
South Africa ( 25.5 S, 28.2 E ), for the months of October,
December, and February durinn the Southern Hemisphere summer
of 1 964-1 955.

The data were presented as the number of tops

above certain levels. Only one month of tropopause data were
available

(December 1 964), and at the most three clouds had

a chance to be more than 5,000 ft above the tropopause during
that month. This suggests only a very few tops more than
5,000 ft above the tropopause each year for that area.
B. Other likely areas for tropopause penetrations
A short summary of Section III

v.'ould seem to Say that a

continent favored with access to warm tropical or subtropical
waters that are equatorward from an area where hot, dry air
masses move from west or northwest has the potential
necessary for numerous penetrations of the tropopause, provided
that the tropopause is low at the time that the warm and
moist air is destabilized by the dryer air from the west.
Considering the other continents, tne most likely area for
more than just a few penetrations would seem to be China north
of the Yanotze, especially the lowlands from Pekino south to
Wuhan, and eastward from there to the ocean. A secondary area
may be further north in central Manchuria, from Tsitsiar and
Harbin southward to Mukden and Port Arthur. These areas have
access to the moisture, and are just to the east of very dry
regions. These areas are also between latitudes 30 N and
45 h, close enough to the storm track and the lower tropopauses
for larne penetrations to occur.
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Other areas that may have more than a few penetrations each year
are: India, north of the troplc5#where some high tops have
already been reported ( SeshadM , 1963) j China, south of the
arôa

just mentioned to the South China Sea; Russia, just

north of the Black Sea, from Odessa to Kiev, and east from
there towards Kharkov and Donetsk; Argentina, from the Pampas
eastward to the ocean between latitudes 30 S and 40 S. In addition
to these areas, there probably are several areas where an
orographic effect causes some penetrations, both in the
tropics and in the mid-latitudes.

It would be difficult to

estimate just how many penetrations would occur in these areas,
but they seem to be the most likely to meet all the necessary
conditions
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V. The Behavior of Individual Penetrations
Long (1965, 1966) has shown by analysis of a squall line which
contained tropopause-penetrating thunderstorms that not all the
thunderstorms in the squall line penetrated the tropopause level,
rather that only a few reached the very high altitudes. The
nature of tall thunderstorms that do penetrate the tropopause
level by large heights has not been studied. This section
presents two studies on this special thunderstorm. The first is
a study on low level moisture and the height of these storms, and
the second examines the efficiency of the storms.
The low level moisture in the air that enters the bottom of a
large thunderstorm determines the amount of energy that will be
released in that storm over the next hour or two, and the energy
release should be a measure of the storm's ability to reach above
the tropopause level. To study this problem, it was necessary to
determine very accurately the height of the storm cell as well as
the value of the moisture entering the bottom of the storm cell
just before the cell reached the penetration height. To insure
the accuracy necessary, the following criteria were used in order
to select cases to be studied;
1. The cloud top must be within 50 n mi of the radar station.
This assures a minimum amount of error in the height
determination. At this distance or less, the product
of the antenna half power beam width and the range is
100 or less, which Donaldson (1963) says will eliminate
side lobe errors in the VISR-57 radar.
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2. The cloud top must be within 50 n mi of the upper air
sounding station. This reduces the effects of fronts
and other low level changes in the sounding structure.
3. The cloud top measurement time and the balloon release
time must be within three hours of each other. This
insures that the sounding is sampling air quite similar
to that in which the storm grew, especially in the
upper levels.
4. The penetration must take place within a network of
surface stations close enough to assure a careful
determination of the low level moisture that passed
into the bottom of the storm approximately one hour
before the top was reported. The surface moisture
value is used to modify the moisture profile at low
levels if necessary.
5. Only the 00 GMT sounding was used. This eliminates
the troubles of early morning inversions.
Date were available from 13 WSR-57 radar stations in the United
States over a four year period, but the restrictions mentioned
above resulted in a small number of cases that could be used.
Since there is some doubt as to the reliability of the data from
1961 (Hanks et al 1964, and Long et al 1965), an effort was made
to choose cases from 1962 onward.
Fig.12 shows the variation in top heights for changes in the
amount of low level moisture available to the storm for sveral
stations. The relatively small number of cases from each station
is the result of the selection process. Data at each of the stations
indicate increasino top heights for increasing amounts of moisture.
35
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THUNDERSTORM TOPS (100s of ft.)

Lona et al (1965) have shown success in matching radar thunder¬
storm tops that had penetrated the tropopause level by more than
500G ft with cloud top heinhts computed from a simple energy
balance method, using a nearby sounding. The study used only
the strongest thunderstorms that were noted among groups of cells,
a natural result of selecting tropopause penetrations of more than
5000 ft. Many other cells also grew in the same environment, some
of which may have missed being included in the study nroup by
only small margins of height. Thus, only the top fringe of a
spectrum of clouds v/as studied by the simple eneray balance method
in this study. In an effort to determine if each cloud in this
top fraction of tall clouds made the same use of the energy that
was available, a measure of the total available energy in each case
was plotted aoainst tïn cloud tops in Fig.B. Many of the cases in
Fin,12 were used in Fig.'',.
The total energy available to the cloud was estimated by a
measure of the total positive area on a thermodynamic diagram
traced out by a risino parcel of air, the parcel path determined
by the simple method outlined in Ldnn et al (1965). In creating
such an area on a thermodynamic diagram, the units of the area
will be pressure times temperature, or in this case, ceÈtibardegrees centigrade. Fin.13 shows a wide scatter of the data
althounh the entire data mass for the several stations does show
increasing heinhts as the available energy increases. The least
squares line indicates about 1700 ft of top height increase for
a 50 centibar-denree change in available energy. The least squares
line in Fig.13 is properly part of a curved line since such a
line would be expected to pass through the origin, if such effects
as precipitation loadinn are excluded. Although the clouds that
38
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clici not penetrate the tropopause by larne amounts were excluded,
Fig.13 shows wide differences in cloud top heights from storms
that had similar amounts of energy available. At the 60,00ü ft
level, for instance, tops were proouced in one case with only
about 6G% of the enemy that it took to net the same top in
another case.
Two reasons can be discussed to explain these rather lame
differences in what was thouont to be a nroup of similar storms.
One is that in the nrowth of thunderstorms above a certain level
there may be a limiting factor that is independent of the amount
of energy available. Radiation at the top of the cloud, upper wind
patterns, effects of precipitation loadinn over very lonn vertical
distances, cloud drop behavior at very hioh altitudes and perhaps
other problems may account for such an effect, either singly or in
combination. The second possibility is tnat surface patterns of
convemence and divergence may have a large effect on the efficiency
of the storms, allowinn some storms to grow taller than others while
the soundings may be quite similar for the two storms.
Hifh livel effects have only recently been investi rated by
Fitzrerald and Valovcin (1SC4) and otiiers with the use of hioh
altitude aircraft and radiation anu photo instruments. Low level
effects such as convemence and divergence patterns have been
studieu for some time, particularly in connection with thunderstorms
in the mi owes t where lame numbers of penetrations are found.
Studies on the efficiency of the storms as it is related to the
hirii ano low level effects nonti cried above are beyond the scope of
this contract, but such studies are stronnly recommended in the
limt of the availability of the data and the importance of the
40

results to the study of thunderstorms.
The lack of success in estimating thunderstorm tops that can be
expected from the use of either dev/ points of available enerqy
further increases the importance of the simple enerry balance
method of estimating maximum thunoerstorr. tops in Lono et al
(1965). A simple approach such as this rives satisfactory estimates
for the top of the hinhest cloud. More oetalleu studies are
needed, hov/ever, to improve thunderstorm top estimations.

i

VI.

The Vertical

The vertical

Distribution of Thunderstorm Penetrations

distribution of thunderstorm penetrations was

briefly noted in Long (1965).

Table 3 of that

report listed

the yearly average cumulative frequency of penetrations above
certain levels

for the years

best fitting the vertical

1961

decrease

was thought to be exponential, and

through 1964.

The equation

in the number of penetrations
Figs.14 andl5 show the

variation on semi-logarithmic paper for the ten stations.
Constants were calculated for the equation for each station,
and to check the goodness- of fit, a correlation
was also calculated, where:

(R)

R2 = l ■£ e2/£y2; e = Y-(Q); y=Y-Y; Y =

observed value of the dependent variable;
of the dependent variable;

coefficient

Y=

and

(Q)

= computed value

the mean of the observed Y's.

The level

of significance was computed by using the "students"
15
t test. Table/gives the information for each station.

¡V ;e 15: Constants for the General Equation Y = Ae_t,x,ahd Goodness
of Fit.

Y is

the number of penetrations above a certain leveliand

X is the penetration level.R is

the correlation coefficient.
Level of significance
using "students" t

Station
MS Y

811

.265

.96

.1¾

MKC

676

.228

.93

.1%

NYC

295

.334

.96

.1%

AMA

118

.217

.99

.1%

TPA

344

.449

.99

.1¾

CVG

425

.478

.95

.1%

MSO

243

.532

.95

BRO

37.9

.233

.97

ILM

36,4

.397

.97

SAC

41.2

.386

.99
42

1¾

.1%
1%

agta5gesg«a
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The outstanding feature of Figures 14 and 15 and Table 15 is the
very close fit of an exponential

relation, with the significance

of the correlation coefficients at levels not often encountered
in meteorology. It can be said that penetrations of the
tropopause decrease exponentially with the height above the
tropopause.
Only penetrations of more than 5,000 ft were tabulated in the
study, but an extension of the curves in Fig. 14 and 15 to the
tropopause level

indicates more than 800 clouds above that level

in one year at New Orleans. At the other end of the figures, it
is apparent that Kansas City may occasionally have one or two
penetrations higher than any recorded in the 1961 through 1964
period. At Kansas City and New Orleans, a few penetrations may
occur which will be testing the upper limits of the RHI capability
of the WSR-57 ( near the 70,000 ft level

).

The constant "b" in Table 15 shows considerable variation, fro?',
rear .21 to more than .53 . Some of this variation may be due to
the occurrence of night penetrations of the tropopause.

Fig.

16

shows the percent of afternoon thundershowers at the ten stations
for the four year period during which penetrations were tabulated
in relation to the constant "b" in Table 15. There appear to be
slightly higher constants for those stations with higher per¬
centages of afternoon thundershowers.

While Fig.

16 hints that

thunderstorms may act differently at night than they do in daytime
the data are rather widely scattered, with an average of .352
for all the stations.
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VII. Penetration Estimates
The eneray balance method used by Lonn et al (1965) will
determine the hinhest thunderstorm penetration of the tropopause
on a sinnle soundinn, if penetrations can occur at all. When this
result is combined with the exponential equation, the result will
be a distribution of penetrations for the station. The true
distribution, however, will only be determined when the soundinn
tested has sampled the environment in which the tallest thunder¬
storm can nrow. Thus, by choosinn a suitable number of soundinns
from a station durinn

the maximum period of thunderstorm

acitvity, and applying the enerpy balance method for the tallest
storm and then usina the equation, the distribution of
penetrations at the station can be closely estimated. Since
Fin. 13 implies that thunderstorms do not use all the enemy
available to them, the conditions for the nrowth of the sinole
tallest storm will probably occur a number of times durinn the
maximum thunderstorm season, and not every soundinn durinn the
season needs to be tested to net the heioht of the tallest
s term.
There are problems with this procedure, however, since a
soundinn at a peint is beinn used to represent what minht happen

ever a wiue area. rurther , the soundinn which will rive the
tallest penetration should be a combination of the maximum heatinn
and moisture values, alor.n with a relatively low tropopause. All
of these conoitions may occurr cuite close to a station, but not
at the station, several times each year. Also, since Fin. 13 shows
tuet sere storms do not use all tue available enerny, it is
possible that there are some areas v;here all of the available
cuerny is never used.

In spite of these problems, two stations
47
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Little Rock and Buffalo, were chosen as a first test of the
procedure outlined

above.

These stations were chosen because they represent two different
thunderstorm areas, and also because radar data are available to
check the accuracy of the procedure. Tenssoundinas were chosen
at random from each of the stations during the summer ihonths of
1963 at 00 GMT, and the energy balance method applied to
determine the highest possible storm tops. At Buffalo, where ab
about 45¾ of the total thunderstorms in summer occur between noon
and 6 PM local time ( Visher, 1954 ), a constant of ,36 was
chosen from Fig. 16 . At Little Rock, where 50¾ of the activity
occurs in the afternoon, a constant of .385 was taken from Fig. 16.
Fig. 17 shows the estimated and actual data, along with the
equations. The total number to be expected above the tropopause
level from the estimation matches very closely the number

derived

from the actual data, although in the case of Buffalo, this is a
matter of compensating errors. The highest penetration was
estimated quite closely at Little Rock, but at Buffalo, the error
was about 8,000 ft. Patrt of the problem at Buffalo is the very
small total number of penetrations, and another factor is the
shorter data period, only three years compared to four for little
Rock.
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VIII. A Computei" Program for Sounding Analysis
A. Introduction

Part of this contract specifies that a computer program be
written to determine whether a sounding represents conditions
that are favorable for the development of thunderstorms which
could penetrate the tropopause. Graphical analyses of soundings
to determine the height of the tallest thunderstorm are described
by Long (1965), hut the various graphical aids on meteorological
«oundingsdiagrams must first be put into mathematical form
before machine analysis can take place. Computer operations in
meteorology are growing at a rapid pace, and recent papers by
Foster and Prosser (1966), and Stackpole (1967), have investigateu
problems similar to those involved in writing the program
this contract calls for. Some of the techniques used below are
similar to those used by these authors.
B. Procedure
Aside ■i'rom transferring the various graphical aids usually
present on a thermodynamic diagram into mathematical form, the
sounding analysis program divides easily into four main portions;
1. Surface layer calculations, 2. Determination of the lifting
condensation level, 3. Determination of the level of free
convection, and 4. Accounting for positive and negative energy,
and detemining the point where they are equal.
It should be noted again that this program uses the parcel
approach as an estimation of the conditions that would produce
the tallest thunderstorms, and that only the information on the
sounding is used. Thus, no account is taken of effects that
might change the sounding, or of effects that might make a parcel
5Ü
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differ in its behavior from that of a saturated parcel whose
temperature change follows a moist adiabat above the lifting
;

j

condensation level. In Section V. only certain soundings, taken
in the late afternoon were used to determine the maximum thunder¬
storm heights possible so that they could be compared with
1

radar observations of the tops of storms that developed nearby.
The program was written to allow analysis of soundings taken at
any time, and it is also different in other ways from the
simple graphical analysis discussed in Long (1965). Each of the
four sections of the program mentioned above will be discussed,
followed finally by a discussion of some of the programming
problems .
1. Surface layer calculations. In Long (1965), the surface
temperatJre arid the average dew point in the lower 3,000 ft
of the atmosphere were used to determine the moist adiabat used
in the cloud top cal cualtions. In the program a different method
is used, involving the lower 160 mb of the sounding. The figure
of 160 mb was chosen to include approximately the first 5,000
ft of the atmosphere, roughly up to the 850 mb level. If the
surface layer is this deep, there is less chance of missing an
overrunning thunderstorm situation where the storms form at

the

top of a very moist inversion some 3,000 to 5,000 ft off the
ground.
Since an average of temperature and/or dew point through part
or all of the surface layer sometimes gives a result of no level
of free convection, and would not represent

the best parcel

conditions for thunderstorm growth, each data point in the
surface layer is tested to determine which one would become
Saturated at the warmest moist adiabat. This data point is the
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one that is lifted.first dry and then moist,adiabatically in the
cloud top calculation.

The use of one data point instead of an

average of either the temperature and/or the dew point through
the surface layer allows the use of the conditions most likely
to destabilize the sounding and m've the height of the tallest
possible storm. This is quite important in stratified situations,
ane the results are not different from the results of the
averaging methods when the surface layer is well heated and
nearly dry adiabatic to benin with.
2* -■"^rm1nat<0n of lili liftinn conuensation level (ini. The LCL
is actually determined for each point in the surface layer in
the search for the

best" moist adiabat, or pseudo-adiabat, as

described above. The program merely remembers which LCL pressure
goes with the warmest pseudo-adiabat, and calls that pressure
PLCLC, for pressure, LCL, best. A complete list of variable
names used in the prooram is riven in Section Vtft (D), but some
of them will be introduced here where the computations are
explained.

In the computation of th. LCL. saturation vapor pressure, over „ater,
is approximated by:
pr
, ..
(at/(t+b))
ES = 6.11 X 10

P)

"Ivan by Teteus (1930). with a ■ 7.4. b = 237.3. and t =
»

temperature (c).

Tbe saturation misino ratio. TMS, Is defined as;

™s = .622( ES/{ P-LS) )
Wnere P = PreSSure

(2)

ES is computed usinn the dew point

at the chosen data point. Potential temperature, THT, is:
THT = ( t + 273.H)(lûU0/r)t/7

(3)
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The LCL is reached when the line of constant TUT meets the line
of constant TMS on a thermodynamic diagram, or when the equations
for THT and TMS are equal. At this point t = TLCL, and P = PLCL.
In solving for PLCL and TLCL, it is helpful to have:
D = 7 . bt/( 237.3 + t)

(4)

so we can write from (2):
D
D
TMS = .622(0.11 X 10 /(P - 6.11 x 10 ))

(5)

Manipulation of (3) and (5) for PLCL gives:
2/7
THT = ((237.3D + 273.26(7.b-D))/(7.5-D))(1000/PLCL)
3.5
or
PLCL = 1000((2048,7-35.86D)/TI!T(7.5-D))
,
(6)
D
and from (5),PLCL = 6.11 x 10 ( .G22+TI'S)/T!:S,(7)
from (3),

Also, (7) can be solved for D as a function of PLCL:
D = log

(PLCL x TMS/b.11(.622+TKS))
(8)
10
The following method of iteration can be used to find both PLCL and
D. TLCL can then be found directly from (4). The iteration calls for
guessing a value of D, and then using (6) to find PLCL. This value of
PLCL is then used to calculate a new value of D from (8). Using the
new D, go Lack to (b), and so on until the change in PLCL from one
calculation to the next is sufficiently small. The last PLCL is
taken as the final value; then TLCL is computed.

In the program, D

is initially set at .b, and the calculation is stopped v/hen the
difference is less than 1.0 mb.
3. Détermination of the level of free convection(LFC). In calculating
the LFC, the pseudo-adiabats are approximated by P.ossby's pseudo¬
equivalent potential temperature, THTECb(Rossby ,1932) :
THTSED = TI'TD x exp(AL x TIS/cp x T)
where :

THTO = partial potential temperature, (A)
2/7
= T(1000/(P-L5))

(9)

AL = latent heat of vaporization, cal/nm
= 596.73-.601 X t
cp = specific heat of air at constant pressure,
cal/gm,(C)
= .24
T = temperature (A)
knowinr the LCL Information for the "best" data point, one can
calculate the "best" THTSE, or THTSEB as it is called in the
program, and begin looking for the LFC. The precedure for looking
for the LFC is to calculate the temperature of THTSEB at each
data point above the LCL, and then compare the two temperatures,
to see if THTSEB is warmer than the sounding. Interpolation is
then carried out to find the LFC data when the THTSEB does
become warmer than the sounding.

The scheme to find the

temperature of THTSEB at any given pressure is that of Stackpole
(1967), where:
AA = THTD

X

exp(AL x THS/cp x T) - THTSEB

(10)

Usino the value of the pressure at the next higher data point,
we use (10) to find a "t" such that AA is smaller than a certain
number near zero, such as "e". The steps are:
1. fuess at t and TDEL("delta t")
2. Calculate AA, and test for absolute value of AA less than
e. If AA passes the test, t is the correct temperature.
3. If AA is bigger than e, make t=t+TCEL, and calculate a.
new AA, called AA1, Check the absolute value of AA1
against e. If it is smaller , the new t is the correct
number. If not no on to 4,
4. If the signs of AA and AA1 are different, the desired t
Is in between the two calculated values, so divide TDEL
by 2.0 and no beck to step three.If the signs are the
same,no to step 5.
5. If AA1 has a smaller absolute magnitude than AA, we are
headed in the rinht direction, and AA is set equal to
AA1, t is set equal to t+TDEL,and we oo back to step 3.
6. If AA1 has a larger absolute magnitude than AA, the sign
of TDEL is channed and we no back to step 3.
7. It is hirhly unlikely that AA=AA1, and this possibility
is not consioered.
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4. Accounting for positive and negative energy and determining
the point where they are equal. Once the LFC has been reached«
the program begins a count of the average difference in temperature
between the sounding and THTSEB from one data point to the next.
To get a measure of the energy, the average temperature is then
multiplied by the pressure difference between the two data points.
This is the same method used by Long (1965) to successfully match
the tops of clouds with estimates of maximum cloud height from
nearby soundings. The measurements and computation of the product
of the temperature and pressure differences is a simple matter,
so long as the THTSEB temperatures are warmer than the sounding.
The program is written in such a way that if middle level inversions
are encountered where THTSEB is first cooler, then warmer again
than the sounding, all of the .nergy, both positive and negative,
will be accounted for, up to the point where the negative count
first exceeds the positive count. The exact pressure where the
totals are the same is found by noting when the negative total
first exceeds the positive, then going back to the next lowest
data point and approaching the "balance" point by taking small
increments of pressure and calculating small additions to the
negative total until the negative total once again exceeds the
positive. The pressure Increment is then cut in half, and the
procedure repeated until the difference in totals is less than
20.O mb-(C). The height is then interpolated.
The block diagram (Section VIII,C), the variable names (Section
VIII,D), and the program statements (Section VIII,E) were all
written in FORTRAN IV languaoe, Since the data are not likely
tc be arranged in any one way, as few restrictions as possible
were put on the input arrangement. The few considered
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necfissary are:
1. Block and station number, and date-time group are first to
enter, and are separated from the sounding data.
2. There 1s a different "card" for each pressure level on the
sounding.
3. A card with a pressure of 0000 follows each sounding.
4. The tropopause is identified as one of the pressure levels.
5. A blank card is at the end of the run.
6. The highest data point on the sounding has a height value.
Field specifications for input and output can be found from the
program statements in Section VIII,E, and the list of variables in
Section VIII,D, The program has one subroutine, whose statements
follow those of the main program. The lowest tropopause is used.
During the computations on the surface layer, the program
determines whether or not these is a tropopause among the data,
and goes to the next sounding ( after an appropriate print out )
if there is none. Also, a check is made to see if data below
ground level are among the data points ( that is, data with no
temperatures ). If so, these points are not included among the data
arrays. If any part of the surface layer is above the 540 mb
level, the program stops operating on that sounding and goes
to the next ( after a print out ). Pseudo-adiabats are almost
parallel to most soundings at or above this level, and strong
convection is unlikely to begin at these heights. If the data
are out of order pressure wise, the program will arrange them
in the proper order.
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C. Block diagram
Numbers are the same as program statement numbers
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WRITE DAY,TIME
STATN ,PLCLB,
THTSEB.PLFC,
PTPOS.PTNEG

ADNP, 5TPOS
_5 i
ZLFCI " 1.0
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SUBROUTINE ONE
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0. Variable names
A
B
C
D
E
TEM
DAY
TIME
STATN
I
ATSFL
Q
B7SFL
CTSFL
THTSEB

*
=
*
*
■
»
=
=
=*
*
*
=
*
=
=

PLCLB
()TEMA
THT
ES
TMS
DD
PLCL1
DB
PLCL
TLCL
TA
AL
THTD
THTSE
T
TDEL
AA1
AA
ALFCI
ZLFCI
PTPOS
PTNEG
ADNP
ADNN
TB
RD
PB
TBDEL
BB
HB
HTROP
PI
TI
DELP
HDIF
PLFC

=
*
*
*
*
*
*
=
=
«
*
*
*
=
*
*
=
=
»
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

pressure, mb.
temperature, C.
dew point, C.
height
tropopause; 1 = first, 2 = second, etc.
temperature on THTSEB
day, as 04, 22, etc.
time, as 00, or 12(GMT)
block and station number,as 72455
number of data points on sounding, also as index
pressure at top of surface layer
a ratio
temperature at top of surface layer
dev/ point at--top of surface layer
warmest pseudo-equivalent potential temperature that can
be produced from a surface lajor
best LCL in surface layer
a temporary holding place, also used as TEMPO, ATEM( ).
potential temperature
saturation vapor pressure
saturation mixing ratio
see VIII,B ( where it is used as "D")
first LCL pressure in iteration for THTSEB
second computation of DD
second LCL
temperature at LCL, also as TLCLB for best surface lyr. pt.
absolute temperature
latent heat of vaporization
partial potential temperature
pseudo-equivalent potential temperature
an intermediate temperature , C.
a temperature difference
second calculation of AA
see VIII,B
an indicator, if =1., negative count underway
an indicator, if =1., positive count underway
total of positive energy
total of negative energy
an amount to be added to PTPOS
an amount to be added to PTNEG
a balance temperature where PTPOS=PTNEG
an increment of temperature,C
pressure where PTPOS=PTNEG
an increment for TB
sounding temperature where PTPOS=PTNEG
height where PTPOS=PTNEG
tropopause height
pressure where THTSEB crosses sounding
temperature where THTSEB crosses sounding
a pressure increment, also as DEL()
HB-HTROP
pressure of LFC
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E, Program statements
C- BEGINING OF PROGRAM.CLEAR ARRAYS, SET VARIABLES = 0
DIMENSION A(50),B(50),C(50),D(50),E(50),TEM(50)
200 DO 20N = 1 ,50
A(N) - 0.0
B(N) = 0.0
C(N) = 0.0

D(N) = 0.0

E(N) = 0.0
20 TEM(N) = 0.0
PTPOS = 0.0
PTNEG = 0.0
ALFCI = 0.0
ZLFCI = 0.0

PL FC

= 0.0

PLCLB = 0.0
TLCLB = 0.0
THTSEB= 0.0
C-READ IN SOUNDING DATA, PRINT IF END OF RUN
READ (5,1) DAY, TIME, STATN
1 FORMAT(16,12,15)
IF(DAY.NE. 0) GO TO 2
WRITE(6,3)
3 FORMAT(1 HO , 10HEND OF RUN)
STOP 12
2 1*0
4 1*1+1

READ (5,5) A(I ), B(I), C(I), D(I), E(I)
5 FORMAT (5F6.0)
C-IF MORE THAN 50 DATA POINTS PRINT OUT
IF(I.LE. 50) GO TO 6
63

WRITE (6,7) DAY.
7 FORMAT( 1 HO,4HDAY , 16,2X ,5HTIME ,I2,2X,
16HSTATN ,I5,2X,IOHDATA,GT.50)
GO TO 200
C-TEST FOR LAST DATA CARD
6 IF(A(I).NE. 0.0) GO TO 8
C-OHIT DATA POINTS WITH NO TEMPERATURES, CHECK FOR TROPOPAUSE
IF(B(I).NE. 0.0) GO TO 4
A(I) = 0.0
C(I) = 0.0
D(I) « 0.0

E(I) = 0.0
1 = 1-1

GO TO 4
8 I»I-1
DO 21M = 1,1
IF(E(M).GT. 0.0) GO TO 9
21 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,10) DAY, TIME, STATN
10 FORMAT (1H0.4HDAY ,16,2X .5HTIME ,I2,2X,
16HSTATN ,2X f8HTR0P = 0)
GO TO 200
C-REARRANGE DATA POINTS TO PUT HIGHEST PRESSURE FIRST
9 DO 22J = 1 ,1
K*J + 1
DO 22L =K,I
IF(A(J).GE.A(L)) GO TO 22
TEMPA =A(J)
TEMPS =B(J)
TEMPC =C(J)

TEMPO - D(J )
TEMPE = E(J)
A(J) = A(L)
B(J) = B(L )
C(J) = C(L )
D(J) = D(L)
E(J) = E(L)
A(L) = TEMPA
B(L) = TEMPB
C(L) = TEMPC
D(L) = TEMPO
E(L) = TEMPE
22 CONTINUE
GIVE HEIGHTS TO DATA POINTS THAT DONT HAVE THEM
K

=

0

DO 229K = 1,1
IF(K.EQ.l) GO TO 229
IF(K.EQ.I) GO TO 904
IF(D(K).NE. 0.0) GO TO 229
IF(D(K+1).NE. 0.0) GO TO 238
DO 240M=1 ,50
IF(D(M).EQ,0.0) GO TO 240
ATEM6 = A (K+l)
ATEM7 = A(K-l)
A(K+1) = A(M)
D ( K+l ) = D (M)
D{K) = D{K-1)+((A(K-1)-A(K))/(AK-1)-A(K+1)))*(D(K+1)-D(K-1))
A(K+1) = ATEM6
A (K-l) = ATEM7
GO TO 229
65

240 CONTINUE
STOP 16
238 DOC) *D(K-1)+((a(K-1)-a{K))/(A(K-î)-A(K+1)))*(d(k+1)-d(k»||)
229 CONTINUE
C-FIND PRESSURE AT TOP OF SURFACE LAYER
904 ATSFL = A(l)-160.0
C-IF ATSFL IS ABOVE 540MB, PRINT OUT
IF(ATSFL.GT.540.0) GO TO 11
WRITE (6,12) DAY,TIME,STATN
12 FORMAT( 1H0, 4HDAY ,I6,2X,5HTIME ,2X,
16HSTATN ,I5,2X,17HSFC LYR ABV 540MB)
GO TO 200

c-

find temperature and den point at top of surface layer
n DO 23K-1.I
IF(A(K).GT.ATSFL) GO TO 23
Q= (A(K-1)-ATSFL)/(AK-1)-A(K))
IF(B(K-1).LE.B(K)) GO TO 76
BTSFL * B(K-1)-(B(K-1)“B{K))*Q
GO TO 78
76 BTSFL = B(K-1)+(B(K)-B(K-l))*Q
78 IF(C(K-l),LE.C(K))

GO TO 77

CTSFL - C(K-1)-(C(K-l)-C(K))*Q
GO TO 101
77 CTSFL = C(K-1)+(C(K)-C(K»1))*Q
GO TO 101
23 CONTINUE
■ COMPUTE THTSEB FOR SURFACE LAYER
101 THTSEB = 0.0
PLCLB * 0.0
TLCLB = 0.0
DO 24M = 1,1
66
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IF(A(M),GT.ATSFL) GO TO 17
ATEMA = A(M)
BTEMA = B(M)
CTEMA = C(M)
A(M) = ATSFL
B(M) = BTSFL
C(M) = CTSFL
17 THT = (B(M)+273,16)*(1000.0/A(M))**,2857
ES = 6.11*10,0**(7,5*C(M)/(237.3+C(M)))
TMS = ,622*(ES/(A(M)-ES))
C- COMPUTE LCL TO WITHIN 2 MB
DO = .5
71 PLCL1 = 1000.0*((2048,7-35,86*00)/(THT*(7,5-DD)))**3.5
DB = ALOG10(PLCL1*TMS/(6.11*(,622+TMS)))
PLCL= 1000,0*((2048.7-35,86*DB)/(THT*(7.5-DB)))**3.5
DEEP = ABS(PLCLl-PLCL)
DD=DB
I F( DEEP,GE.2,0) GO TO 71
TLCL “ 237,3*DD/(7,5-DD)
C-COMPUTE THTSEB
TA = 273.16+TLCL
AL = 596.73-.601*HLCL
ES = 6,n*10.0**(7,5*TLCL/(237,3+TLCL ) )
THTD = TA*(1000.0/(PLCL-ES))**.2857
THTSE = THTD*EXP(AL*TMS/(.24*TA))
IF(THTSE.LT.THTSEB) GO TO 224
THTSEB = THTSE
PLCLB = PLCL
TLCLB = TLCL
224 IF(A(M),ME.ATSFL) GO TO 24
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A(M) - ATEMA
B(M) * BTEMA
C(M) = CTEMA
GO TO 16
24 CONTINUE
C-FIND NEXT DATA POINT ABOVE LCL AND FIND T ON THTSEB
16 DO 25M«1,I
IF(A(M).GT.PLCLB) GO TO 25
T = 0.0
TDEL = 10.0
AA1 * 0.0
DO 26K = 1,50
ES * 6.11*10.0**(7.5*T/(T+237.3))
THTD*(273116+T)*(1000.0/(A(M)-ES))**.2857
ALe596.73-.601*T
TMS - ,622*(ES/(A(M)-ES))
AA=THTD*EXP(AL*TMS/(.24*(273.16+T)))-THTSEB
IF ( ABS(AA) .LE..10) GO TO 817
IF( AAI.EQ.O.O) GO TO 18
IF ( AA1•GT,0*°*and*AA.GT.0.0.0RAA1.LT.0.0.ANDAA.LT.0.0)G0
W-TDEL
TDEL=TDEL/2.0
T=T+TDEL
GO TO 26
19 IF(ABS(AA).GT.ABS(AA1)) GO TO 31
GO TO 18
31 T-T-TDEL
TDEL = -10.0
W+TDEL
GO TO 26

TO

T-T+TDEL
26 CONTINUE
STOP 13
817 TEM(M)«T
C-ARE WE COUNTING POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE NUMBERS, OR ARE WE BELOW LFC
IF(ZLFCI.NE. O.O) GO TO 33
IF(ALFCI,NE, 0.0) GO TO 34
IF(TEM(M).GE.B(M)) GO TO 32
GO TO 25
C- IS THERE A DATA POINT BETWEEN PLCL AND PLFC , START LFC COMPUTATION
32 IF(PLCLB,GT,A(M-1)) GO TO 43
TEM(M-l) = TLCLB
Q= (A(M-1)-PLCLB)/(A(M-1)-A(M))
B(M-1)=B(M-1 )-Q*(B(M-l)-B(M))
43 DEL2«B(M)-TEM(M)
DEL1=B(M-1)-TEM(M -1)
TI* (B(M-l)*DEL*-B(M)*DEL1)/(DEL2-DEL1)
CALL ONE (TI, THTSEB, PI)
C-ADD POSITIVE NUMBERS ABOVE LFC
ADNP=((TEM(M)-B(M))/2.0)*(PI-A(M))
PTPOS=PTPOS +ADNP
ZLFCI = 1.0
GO TO 25
C- HAS THTSEB CROSSED OVER SOUNDING
33 IF( TEM(M),LE.B(M)) GO TO 36
C- ADD. POSITIVE NUMBERS
ADNP=((TEM(M)-B(M)+TEM(M-1)-B(M-l))/2.0)*(A(M-l )-A(M) )
PTPOS » PTPOS + ADNP
GO TO 25
C- FIND TI AND PI
69
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36 DEL2*B(M)-TEM(M)
DELI* B(M-1)-TEM(M-l)
TI=(B(M-1 )',,DEL2-B(M)*DEL1 )/(DEL2-DEL1 )
CALL ONE (TI, THTSEB, PI)
C-ADD POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE NUMBERS
ADNP*((TEM{M-1)-B(M-1))/2.0)*(A(M-1)-PI)
PTPOS = PTPOS + ADNP
ADNN*((B(M)-TEM(M))/2.0)*(PI-A(M))
PTNEG * PTNEG + ADNN
ZLFCI - 0.0
ALFCI * 1.0
44 IF(PTNEG.LT.PTPOS) GO TO 25
C-FIND BALANCE LEVEL, FIRST TAKE 1/2 STEPS, THEN 1/4, ETC.
91 PTNEG * PTNEG - ADNN
TB=-30.0
RD * -(A(M-l)-A(M))/2,0
PB*A(M-1)+RD
TBDEL = -10.0
AA1 * 0.0
D051K-1,250
ES = 6.11*10.0**(7.5*TB/CTB+2 37.3 ) )
THTD * (273.16+TB)*(1000.0/(PB-ES))**.2857
AL*596.73-,601*TB
TMS* .622*(ES/(PB-ES ) )
Éu ; i;
!

I

AA=THTD*EXP(AL*TMS/(.24*(273.16+TB)))-THTSEB
IF(ABS(AA),LE..10) GO TO 217
IF(AA1.EQ.O.O) GO TO 218
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IF(AA1 .GT.O.O.AND.AA.GT.O.O.OR.AA1.LT.O.O.AA.LT.O.O)GO TO 219
TB =TB-TBDEL
TBDEL = TBDEL/2,0

TB=TB + TBDEL
GO TO 51
218 AA1 = AA
TB=TB+TBDEL
GO TO 51
C- FIND BALANCE TEMPERATURE
217 Q=(A(M-1)-PB)/{A(M-1)-A(M) )
IF(B(M-1).LE.B(M)) GO TO 376
BB=B(M-1)-B(M-l)-B(M))*Q
GO TO 377
376 BB=B(M-1)+(B(M)-B(M-1))*Q
377 ADNN=((B(M-1)-TEM(M-l)+BB-TB)/2.0)*(A(M-l)-PB)
PTNEG = PTNEG + ADNN
IF(ABS(PTNEG-PTP0S).LE,50.0) GO TO 99
IF(PTNEG.GT.PTPOS) GO TO 89
PTNEG = PTNEG - ADNN
RD* RD/2.0
PB-PB+RD
GO TO 850
89 PB=PB-RD
PTNEG=PTNEG-ADNN
RD = RD/2.0
PB=PB+RD
850 TBDEL=-10,0
AA1=0.0
51 CONTINUE
STOP

99

C-FIND HEIGHT OF BALANCE LEVEL
99 HB=D (M-l ) + (AM-l)-PB)/(A(M«l)-A(M))*(D(M)-D(M-1 ) )
D066K = 1 ,1

C-FIND TROPOPAUSE HEIGHT
IF(E(K).EQ.O.O) GO TO 66
HTROP= D(K)
GO TO 999
66 CONTIBUE
C-COUNT NEGATIVE NUMBERS
34 IF TEM(M).GT.B(M)) GO TO 61
ADNN= ((B(M)-TEM(M)+B(M-1)-TEM(M-l))/2.0)*(A(M-1)-A(M))
PTNEG = PTNEG+ADNN
GO TO 44
C-FIND CROSSOVER POINT, CHECK TOTALS, AND ADD POSITIVE NUMBERS
61 DEL2- B(M)-TEM(M)
DELI *

B(M-l)-TEM(M-l)

TI«(B(M-1)*DEL2-B(M)*DEL1)/(DEL2-DEL1)
CALL ONE (TI, THTSEB, PI)
ADNN®((B(M-l)-TEM(M-l))/2,0)*(A(M-1)-PI)
PTNEG*PTNEG+ADNN
IF (PTNEG.GT.PTPOS) GO TO 91
ADNP=((TEM(M)-B(M))/2.0)*(PI-A(M))
PTPOS »PTPOS+ADNP
ALFCI*0,0
ZLFCI=1.0
25 CONTINUE
WRITE(6 ,63) DAY, TIME,STATN,PLCLB,THTSEB,PLFC.PTPOS ,PTNEG
63 F0RMAT(1H0,4HDAY ,16,2X,5HTIME ,I2,2X,
16HSTATN ,I5,/1H0,8HPLCLB + ,F9.3,2X .9HTHTSEB - ,
2F9.3,2X,7HPLFC = ,F9.3,/1 HO.8HPTP0S * ,F9.1,
32X.8HPTNEG * ,F9.1,2X , 13HN0 BALANCE PT)
GO TO 200
999 HDIF-HB-HTROP
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WRITE (6,65) DAY ,TIME^TATN ,PLlll,,
65

FORMAT(1HO,4HDAY ,16,2X,5HTIME ,I2,2X,
16HSTATN ,I5,/1H0,8HPLCLB * ,F9.3,2X.9HTHTSEB = ,
2F9.3,2X,7HPLFC = ,F9.3,/1H0,8HPTP0S - ,F9.1,
32X.5HHB = ,F9.1 ,2X,7HHDIF « ,F9.1)
GO TO 200
END

SUBROUTINE ONE
C-PROGRAM BEGINS(SUBROUTINE ONE)
SUBROUTINE ONE (TI,,YHTSEB 5PI )
AA1-0.0
P=700.0
PDEL=100.0
D041M®1 ,50
ES»6.11*10.0**(7.5*TI/(TI+237.3))
THTD=(273,16+TI)*(1000.0/(P-ES))**. 2857
AL=596.73-.601*TI
TMS*.622*(ES/(P-ES))
AA*THTD*EXP(AL*TMS/(.24*(273.16+TI)))-THTSEB
IF(ABS(AA),LE..10) GO TO 117
IF(AA1.EQ.0.0)60 TO 118
IF(AA1•GT.0.0.AND,AA.GT.0.0.OR.AA1.LT.0.0.AND.AA.LT.0.0)60 TO 11
P=P-PDEL
PDEL-PDEL/2.0
P=P+PDEL
GO TO 41
H9

IF(ABS (AA) ,GT, ABS (AA1 ) ) GO TO 131
GO TO 118

131 P=P-PDEL
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PDEL * P-P+PDEL
GO TO 41
118 AA1*AA
P-P+PDEL
41 CONTINUE
STOP
117 PI- P
RETURN

IX. Summary
Some data are available on thunderstorm penetrations of the
tropopause from radars with RHI capability in other parts of
the world. These stations are listed, along with a second list
of radars with RHI capability which, for several reasons, are
not producing useful data,
Several stations in Canada, and three from other regions did
send data in addition to the stations reported on in a previous
report. The Canadian stations were concentrated in the southern
and eastern parts of the country, and showed patterns similar
to stations in the United States which were located nearby.
Data are also presented for several other United States stations
other than those reported on previously. These stations are, in
general, located in between the stations studied earlier, and
support the patterns found earlier. One important result from
the new United States data is the northward extension of the region
of numerous penetrations up to near the Canadian border. A second
finding is a lower number of penetrations at Oklahoma City than
at Kansas City and tiew Orleans, although Oklahoma City has more
severe weather than the other two sites. Aside from the total
number of penetrations and distributions derived from this
numbar, Oklahoma City was quite similar to the other sites in
its area, showing, for instance, a nighttime secondary maximum
of penetrations, like Kansas City.
The Canadian and American data were combined to give a climatology
for the North American Continent, with emphasis on three
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Items. The first Item 1s the location of the area of maximum
penetrations. The area appe*rs to be on the coast of the Gulf cf
Mexico In Louisiana and eastern Texas. A secondary area appears
to be In the region of maximum occurrence of tornadoes and
severe thunderstorms, roughly from Kansas City southward towards
Oklahoma City. A breakdown Into three month periods suggests
a small maximum along the east cast, near New York, in summer.
The second Item Is the effect of the great lakes. There were two
stations located on the lakes In the combined group, and both
showed fewer penetrations than a station further to the north,
and removed from the lakes. This lake effect Is thought to
extend to all of the lakes, since the stations were on one of
the shallow eastern lakes(Ontarlo), and the larger lakes are
deeper and colder, therefore decreasing chances for very warm
temperatures needed for penetrations.
The third Item Is the northern limit of penetrations. Stations
'In eastern Canada, and northeastern United States give a good
picture of the northern limit, which passes through New England
and parts of southern Ouebec and Ontario.

No data were available

across the prairie provinces, but penetration totals were
estimated for Winnlper. since the estimates at Winnipeg suggested
larger numbers of renetrat1ons than the other Canadian stations,
the northern limit of penetrations was placed Q&ero the
northern parts of the prairie provinces and south along the
eastern edge of the Caraiian Rocky Mountains,
The fragmentary information outside North America suogests only
a few favored areas where more than jist a few penetrations are
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likely to occur each year. These favored areas seem to be
northeastern China, and parts of India, Russia, and Argentina.
Strong orographic effects may cause penetrations In isolated
areas elsewhere.
Even If more radar data had been received, large areas of the
world still

must

have their penetrations estimated. Two

studies suggest that the sole use of low level moisture or the
amount of available enemy will not be successful In estlmatino
thunderstorm tops» The same low level moisture values cfive
different cloud topi for différait stations, and the sharp
nradlents of moisture at the surface on radically alter the
height computations over short distances and times. Different
storms seem to use different amounts of the same total energy
available to them, produclno several different top heights
above the tropopause usino the same Initial conditions.
An exponential eruation cf the form Y => Ae

bX

was found to

fit the cumulative ^reruencydistribution of penetrations very
closely at all of the ten United States stations studied in
the first part of the contract perioci. The constant "b" was
found tc have some variation with the amount of night thunder'
storm activity, suggesting that day and night thunderstorms
may act differently.
A method of estlmatino annual cumulative frequency distributions
of penetrations using a simple energy balance method to find the
top of the hiohest cloud that could occur, and the exponential
equation for the rest of the distribution was tested on two
stations with good results.
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A computer program to estimate the height of the highest cloud
that could form from any sounding is included in this report.
The program also determines how much above or below the tropopause
this cloud top will be. There are very few restrictions on the
arrangement of the data, so as to make the program available
to a variety of data Input. The program is written to handle
problems dealing with data below ground level, a lack of a
tropopause, low level inversions, soundings starting at very
high levels, and very stable soundings.

Program statements and

variable names are included along with a block diagram.
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